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ABOUT  
LAUNCH ALASKA

Launch Alaska is powering  
the founders of our energy future.

We’re bringing together entrepreneurs, members of the military, utility operators, 
researchers and thought leaders to work toward a shared vision of Alaska as a thriving 
innovation and entrepreneurial hub. From drones to climate change mitigation, and 
from electrical grids to cyber security, Alaska holds value and experience that a growing 
entrepreneurial ecosystem is beginning to capture. We seek companies that are 
innovating solutions to make our communities and organizations more resilient while 
tackling some of the world’s biggest energy and climate problems.

Create and support high growth, impactful companies.

Link experienced mentors with entrepreneurs to increase the startup 
success rate.

Lower the high cost of energy. 

Grow the energy innovation and startup ecosystem in Alaska. 

Support the global transition to a zero carbon economy by 2050.

Our Goals Are BIG
•

•

•

•

•
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WHY  
ALASKA?

Launch Alaska seeks to attract technologies and companies 
that help solve energy challenges first in Alaska and the 
arctic, and then the world.

Given Alaska’s geographic isolation, remoteness, and cold-weather climate, much of Alaska’s 
research and development activity is dedicated to solving problems across the state’s 663,300 
square miles. The federal government, state government, and local industry dedicate a significant 
amount of financial resources to solving remote and Arctic problems, such as: finding cheaper 
ways to generate energy and increase energy efficiency, overcoming the challenges of arctic 
engineering, and resource extraction.

To address these problems, numerous entrepreneurs invent technology that decreases the 
costs of living in extreme cold, remote, or harsh conditions.  Launch has aligned itself with this 
need, innovativeness, and financial support to energize founders and investors by growing  
scalable energy and arctic technology startups.

We are looking for bright, dedicated founders to  
address some of Alaska and the Arctic’s challenges.

Food security is a 
significant and growing 
issue in Alaska. 95% 
of its food is imported, 
and groceries in remote 
Alaskan villages can 
cost up to 1,000 percent 
more than in the Lower 
48 states. Alaska needs 
to reduce its reliance 
on imported food to 
increase its ability to 
provide for residents 
and protect them in 
times of natural  
disasters. Further, 
keeping Alaska’s food 
local can reduce carbon 
and strengthen local 
economies. 

22% of rural Alaska 
homes lack running 
water and a flush toilet. 
Lack of in-home access 
to safe drinking water 
and sewage disposal 
in rural Alaska is a 
documented cause 
of high disease rates. 
Where traditional 
water and sewage 
systems do exist in 
rural communities, 
installing, operating and 
maintaining the systems 
is costly. Permafrost 
conditions mean frozen 
and unsteady ground 
and making engineering 
and construction an 
enormous hassle.

Technologies that 
increase efficiency and 
lower the cost of  
transportation are 
essential for Alaska. 
With 82 percent of 
Alaska’s communities 
not connected to a road 
system, the state owns 
and operates over 200 
airports providing a 
critical lifeline to rural 
Alaska. The harsh 
arctic climate means 
maintaining the current 
infrastructure exhausts 
limited resources very 
quickly.

Alaska has some of the 
highest average  
electricity costs in the 
United States. It is 
estimated that 20,000 
public and commercial 
facility owners in Alaska 
could save an average 
of 30 percent on 
annual energy costs by 
implementing efficiency 
technology. Renewables 
are increasing in 
Alaska. Several remote, 
economically challenged 
communities have 
successfully integrated 
renewable energy into 
their existing power 
grids.

Food Water Transportation Energy
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PROGRAM 
TRACKS

Customer Discovery

Deployment Track

Companies with an innovative technology and a rockstar team  
who are: 

Companies with an innovative technology, and a rockstar team  
that are: 

We help companies find customers and vet their model  
by providing:

We help you test your technology and scale  
by providing:

Raising an angel or seed round
Need to vet their business model with customers
Seek business development and investment readiness support

Raising a series A to C round
Wish to validate their business model through project based 
deployment
Seek to scale in Alaska or the Arctic

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Mentorship
Customer discovery, business development, and investment 
readiness guidance
Introductions to customers, partners, and investors
$75,000 in investment in return for up to 6% in equity
Co-working space

Mentorship
Introductions to customers, partners, and investors
Demonstration design and support
Up to $1M in investment for up to 6% in equity
Co-working space
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Should Apply

Should Apply

Support do 
we provide

Support do 
we provide

WHO

WHO

WHAT

WHAT
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Launch Summits are multi-day workshops that bring together the entire cohort to meet and 
learn from customers, mentors, investors, and industry experts. 

Customer Discovery 
& Product Market Fit 

Summit 
March 19 - 23, 2018                                               

Business & Team 
Development Summit 

April 24 - 27, 2018                         

Investment 
Readiness Summit  
May 22 – 25, 2018

IMPORTANT  
PROGRAM DATES

The customer discovery track is a four month intensive accelerator program. The program 
supports venture teams in customer development, product-market fit, business and team 
development, and investment and pitch readiness. Teams may choose to relocate to our co-
working space, The Boardroom, in Anchorage for the entire accelerator, or choose to participate 
in the accelerator remotely with the exception of Launch Summits (in-person requirement).

Customer Discovery Track

Demo Day: June 15, 2018

Deployment Track
The deployment track is a year-round incubator-style program for companies testing their 
technology using steel-in-the-ground, project based deployment. Teams are connected 
to potential partners and are supported throughout the length of the project. Teams in the 
deployment track will participate in the Launch Summit events that are most beneficial to 
companies of their stage. Venture teams in this Track also may choose to participate in-person 
or remotely with frequent travel to Anchorage.
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MENTOR  
PROGRAM

Launch Alaska’s mentor program is an integral part of our accelerator. We believe mentorship is 
essential to the success of companies participating in our programs. Each mentor will work with 
a team of volunteer mentors to help an entrepreneur launch or grow a business. Launch Alaska’s 
mentors strive to maintain a focus on offering practical help and advice built on trust and success 
for founders over the venture.

Launch Alaska’s mentors are an elite group of professionals carefully selected based on their 
expertise in business formation and operations, and for their skills as advisors as well as their 
desire and ability to give back. Mentors’ careers represent a wide range of experience, such 
as founders, CEOs, chief technical officers, or executives of companies. These mentors bring 
a wealth of entrepreneurial experience and contacts across a broad range of industries and 
markets. Mentors participate in the program for many reasons including the intellectual appeal of 
this work and the collegial team approach Launch Alaska uses to address each entrepreneur’s 
needs.

“Launch Alaska helped us take off as a company. Launch mentors 
and staff believed in us, saw us grow as founders, and continue to  

support us. That’s huge!”
Carmina Santamaria

CEO, Kwema
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APPLICATION 
PROCESS

Mark Your Calendar

Online Applications Open

Q&A Webinar

 
Q&A Webinar

 
Online Applications Close    

Notification Of Acceptance Into Round 2

Q&A Office Hours

Round 2 Materials Due

Notification Of Acceptance Into Round 3

Interviews

Notification Of Acceptance 
Into Program
January 2018

*All Times Are Alaska Daylight Time Zone

July 5, 2017

July 28, 2017  
10 am - 11 pm 

August 16, 2017  
10 - 11 am 

September 17, 2017 
11:59 pm 

Nov 1, 2017

Nov 6 - Nov 30, 2017

October 2, 2017

Oct 4 - Oct 12, 2017

October 15, 2017  
11:59 pm 

ROUND
one

ROUND
two

ROUND
   three
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Requirements 
Prototype: We prefer companies to have a functioning product or service, or one that that can 
be developed by the end of the program.

Full participation of at least two team members: Participation of two or more team members 
in the program leads to greater success in the program. The CEO and additional team member 
must be present in-person during program Summits.

U.S. entity: International applicants are welcome, but must establish a U.S. entity to participate.

For-profit: We invest in scalable, for-profit companies. 

What We Look For
Team: We want exceptional teams that are dedicated and have a track record of success.  
Applicants should highlight their diversity in backgrounds, ability to execute, and industry  
experience. We also test companies on their coach-ability in later application stages.

Investment Attractiveness: We look for companies with a clear path to profitability and a  
realistic exit strategy. 

Technology: Innovative technologies that have the potential to make a 10x improvement in 
process, speed or function. 

Alaska/Arctic Fit: We want to invest in companies that are solving one or more of Alaska’s  
challenges. 

Scalability: We look for companies that have demonstrated traction in the market and have 
strong commercial potential. We evaluate a company’s cost structure, revenue model, product-
market fit, value proposition, competitive landscape, and market size. Companies should highlight 
how they have tested their assumptions to validate their model.

WHO 
SHOULD APPLY
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HOW LAUNCH ALASKA’S 
FUNDING WORKS

Accepted companies in the Customer Discovery track receive up to $75k either as a grant in 
return for up to 6% equity donation to the Launch Alaska 501(c)3, a simple agreement for equity 
(SAFE), or a convertible note.  A for profit LLC investment fund manages the latter two investment 
types. Determining which investment or funding vehicle to use is a conversation and negotiation 
with each cohort company. Launch Alaska’s main purpose is to provide value to your team over 
the long run. We want to structure our financial engagements in a way that propels your success 
and sets both of us up well for future growth. By joining Launch Alaska, you’ll be adding a team 
member that will work hard on your behalf well into the future. 

 The Deployment track offers companies the opportunity to work with our corporate partners 
on project development, with financing up to $1m. Launch Alaska works with companies in the 
validation track on a long term basis to see projects through to fruition.
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MEET  
THE TEAM

Isaac Vanderburg 
Managing Director

Alyse Daunis 
Program Manager

Staff

Isaac previously served as Executive Director of 
the Alaska Small Business Development Center 
(AKSBDC), where he pushed the organization to 
support businesses responding to Alaska’s energy 
challenges. Before joining AKSBDC, Isaac was 
part of the founding team of an import-export firm. 
He completed the Energy Executive Leadership 
Program at the National Renewable Energy Lab 
(NREL) in Golden, CO in 2016, as well the Energy 
Innovation and Emerging Technologies program at 
Stanford.

Alyse recently graduated with a MBA in Global, 
Social, and Sustainable Enterprise from Colorado 
State University (CSU). For the last 5 years she 
has focused on distribution and research of clean 
energy solutions in emerging markets. Alyse co-
founded a start-up distributing energy products 
in Uganda, worked with Factor(e) Ventures on a 
research project to identify energy solutions for 
micro-entrepreneurs in East Africa, and helped run 
CSU’s student accelerator program.

Board

(L to R): Mary Miner, Katherine Jernstrom (Chair), Gretchen Fauske, Adam Krynicki (Secretary), Ky Holland, 
Lance Ahern, Gianna Foltz (Former Member), Isaac Vanderburg (Managing Director). Missing: Andre Horton.
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CONTACT  
INFORMATION

www.LaunchAlaska.com

Info@LaunchAlaska.com

720-469-0883
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